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Abstract. A meshless method utilizing two sets of particles and generalized boundary 
conditions is introduced. Companion sets of particles, one carrying velocity and the other 
carrying stress, are employed to reduce the undesirable efects of colocation of all field 
variables and increase accuracy. Boundary conditions implemented within this “staggered ’’ 
flamework include contact, stress-pee, stress, velocity, and symmetv constraints. Several test 
problems are used to evaluate the method. Ofparticular importance is the motion of stress 
particles relative to velocity particles in higher dimensions. Early results show promise, but 
dificulties remain that must be overcome ifthe staggered technique is to be successful. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
particle methods such as SPH’ have the ability to treat large strains in a 

L a g 9  ian frame as well as being easily extendable to 3D. They also seem ideally suited for 
‘simul&ing fracture. In the case of SPH, these powerful features have been offset by three 
wdesirable characteristics: instability, inconsistency, and free modes. Furthermore, boundary 
conditions in SPH have essentially been ignored. 

The problem of inconsistency in SPH has been resolved2 through a renormalization 
procedure, which guarantees first order consistency (exact reproduction of derivatives of 
linear distributions) for general tensor fields. This improvement necessitates an explicit 
treatment of boundary surfaces since the errors introduced by a neglect of directionality in the 
stress are no longer tolerated by the increased accuracy of the algorithm. Simulations 
routinely performed with standard SPH simply will not run in the new, renormalized, 
paradigm. The behavior of original SPH at solid surfaces was robust, but wrong. 

SPH can be made stable in tension by introducing a particular kind of dissipation3 
(conservative smoothing) which damps oscillation on the scale of the smoothing length. Our 
experience with conservative smoothing indicates that it can replace artificial viscosity as a 
dissipation influence, but it must be tuned very carefully to avoid overdamping. 

Since SPH is a colocation method (all field variables are carried on a particle), free modes 
(e.g., sawtooth, hourglass) are possible where local stress gradients cause no acceleration of a 
particle. An oft-observed manifestation of the sawtooth mode is the persistent pressure “blip” 
at the interface of two impacting bodies. 

Reasoning that it is preferable to have a method where some of the above-mentioned 
difficulties are absent, rather than suppressed but dormant, we have investigated the use of a 
conjugate set of particles carrying all field quantities except velocity4. The resulting method is 
therefore not colocational and not subject to tension instability or the zeroth order (sawtooth) 
free mode. The price to be paid for the banishing of these undesirable behaviors is that now 
the stress particles have to be moved in such a way as not to cause difficulties in the 
integration. It is the purpose of this work to investigate if the conjugate particles may be 
moved in such a way as to produce an accurate and robust solution when the material 
distortion is large. 
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2 THEMETHOD 

aspects of the method. 
The initial particle placement for two impacting bodies (Figure 1) serves to illustrate key 
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Figure 1 : Two bodies represented by a staggered arrangement of particles before impact. 
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These two bodies are composed of “motion” particles (circles) which carry the velocity 
(U”) and “stress” particles (stars) which carry the stress (o“~), density (p) and specific internal 
energy (E). The spatial coordinates for the motion and stress particles are Xa, and Xus 
respectively. Stress particles on the surface of the bodies have a black fill indicating that they 
are boundary particles where boundary conditions are to be applied. For the problem 
illustrated in Figure 1, stress-fiee boundary conditions are applied on all boundary particles 
until impact (Figure 2), at which time contact boundary conditions are imposed (on 4-point 
stars). 

0 0 0 0 0  0 0 0 0 0  * * * * * +  * * * * *  
Figure. 2: Two impacting bodies in contact. The 4-point stars are “contact” particles. 

Since contact particles (4-point stars) from both bodies may overlay each other, only a 
single set is displayed, however, coincidence of contacting boundary particles is not required. 
Of particular interest are contact particles, which also share a stress-free boundary condition 
(top and bottom 4-point stars in Figure 2). These are “corner” particles where two constraints 
must be satisfied. 

2.1 Stress particle velocities 
Since stress particles do not carry the velocity a method of moving these particles is 

required. Currently, we are using motion particle neighbors of a given stress particle to obtain 
a weighted least squares estimate of the velocity at the stress particle. On boundary stress 
particles, and especially at corners, there may not be enough neighbors to obtain an accurate 
interpolated velocity. Hence, at boundary stress particles we augment the neighbor set to 
include another “layer” of motion particles in the interpolation. 

2.2 Derivatives 
Moving Least Squares (MLS)  estimate^^'^" are used to obtain the divergence of the stress 

on motion particles and deformation rates on stress particles. For these interpolations a l/r3 
MLS weight h c t i o n  is used. This weight gives second order accuracy for derivatives with a 
first order (linear) fit for any particle arrangement in any dimension if the neighborhood 
consists of pairs of radially opposing particles with respect to the particle in question 
regardless of their distances from that particle. 

Since stresses are not carried on velocity particles, the interpolation of the divergence of 
stress to Xma will not include data at X,“. In this case the resulting MLS interpolant at motion 
particle i is 
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where 

The summations are over the set of stress particle neighbors j, Ojah is the stress on particle j, 
xlJa = <Xma>J - <Xsa>, is the relative position coordinate of stress particle j with respect to 
motion particle i, and wiJ=1/rij3 is the MLS weighting function where rij=lXijl. The bracket 
notation in (1) is used to denote estimates at particle i. 

ThebfLS interpolation of velocity gradients to X,Q, however, does contain information at 
ecause the velocities have aGeady been computed there in order to move the stress 
Ies. The resulting MLS interpolant for the deformation rates is 

.. 

- 

where 
-1 

BPP = ( c jx :x$wi j )  

The summations are over the set of motion particle neighbors j; Uij"=Uj"-Ui" is the relative 
velocity of the motion particle j with respect to the stress particle i; Xija= <Xs">j - <Xm">i is 
the relative position coordinate of motion particle j with respect to the stress particle i; and 
wij=1/rij3 is the MLS weighting defined as in (l), but with the distance defined in terms of the 
appropriate relative position Xij" . 

2.3 Interpolated fields 
In this staggered particle method there are cases, in addition to the stress particle velocities 

discussed in Section 2.1, where field quantities are required on particles that do not carry the 
variable in question. For example, the radial momentum equation in 2D cylindrical 
coordinates, 

requires the density and two stress components, normally carried on stress particles, to be 
evaluated on motion particles. Currently we are using a weighted least squares interpolation 
for the specific volume (v=l/p) and the stress components. 
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2.4 Neighbors 
A neighbor search is performed every cycle using a “neighbors-of-neighbors-of-neighbors” 

technique. Since motion particles have stress particles as neighbors, and vice versa, the 
neighbors of neighbors of neighbors of a given particle are added to the current neighbor set 
to form the candidate set of neighbors for that particle and that cycle. For example, the filled 
stars in Figure 3 are neighbors of neighbors of neighbors of the central (filled circle) motion 
particle. These stress particles are added to the current neighbor list (closest unfilled stars). 
The candidate set of particles is examined and a new neighbor set chosen. 

* * * *  
o * o * o * o * o  
o * o * o * o * o  
0 0 . 0 0  * * * *  
0 0 0 0 0  * * * *  
0 0 0 0 0  * * * *  

Figure 3: Filled stars are neighbors of neighbors of neighbors of the central (filled circle) motion particle. 

The routine for finding the current neighbor set has been described previously8. 

2.5 Artificial viscosity 
A von-Neumann Richtmeyer viscosity in tensor form is used for the artificial viscous 

stress. First the principal viscous stresses are computed using Eigenvectors of the strain rate 
tensor (Ea) with the off diagonal terms being zero and the diagonal terms given by (no sum on 
a) oau = -phEa (Clc - C,hEa ) Ea < O .  (4) 

The Eigen stress is then rotated into the material fiame to give the desired artificial viscous 
stress (Q“P). 

( 5 )  Q ~ P  = R K ~ ~ V R Y B  

Here, Rap is the rotation going from the principal to the material fiame. We have observed 
that the tensor viscosity is effective in resisting some of the unphysical modes. 

2.6 Boundary conditions 
Boundary particles are identified at setup and remain boundary particles thereafter, 

although the type of constraint carried on the particle may change. For example, some stress- 
free boundary particles will become contact boundary particles when impacting another body. 
An interior stress particle will become a particle with a stress-free boundary conditions at the 
end state of fracture. We briefly describe OUT implementation of three boundary constraints. 
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On a particle carrying the stress-free condition the stress tensor is rotated into the frame of 
the outward normal vector and the normal ann and in-plane una components zeroed. The stress 
is then rotated back into the material frame. Boundary normals are updated each cycle using a 
geometric algorithm which examines the adjacent segments to a boundary particle and 
constructs a normal which averages the normals to the segments. The geometry of adjacent 
surfaces will be required for 3D. 

Particles in contact have their stress and velocity adjusted to satisfy the Hugoniot jump 
conditions 

(U&Ji = (qu: +zjup +Or -Of.) / (Zi + Z j )  

(u:n)i = +ziupo +zizj(up -up)] / (Zi + Z j ) .  

In (6), the velocity and stress are rotated to a fiame normal to and outward from the surface 
containing i. The normal is established as an average of the normal at i and the normal of the 
contacting surface. The index j on the contacting surface may represent an average of more 
th& one boundary particle forming the contacting surface. The acoustic impedenaces are 
denoted by zi and z j .  The equation for velocity is agumented by an extra term on initial 
contact when separation may be present so that contact is just made at the end of the current 
calculation cycle. The shear terms in the rotated stress tensor can be zeroed for fictionless 
contact. These contact boundary conditions are implemented in the order indicated in (6) just 
after the calculation of each field quantity. After setting the condition in (6), the field 
quantities are rotated back to the material frame. 

In two dimensions, contact is tracked by carrying the index of a contacting particle (nearest 
boundary particle which allows contact). The contact boundary conditions are enforced 
between a boundary particle and a segment formed by two boundary particles, one of which is 
the tracked boundary particle. 

For corner particles where there are two constraints (e.g., contact and stress-fiee) special 
treatment is required in order to impose the correct combination of boundary conditions. 

Problems in two-dimensional cylindncal coordinates require a special treatment of the 
symmetry axis. We have chosen to put a line of boundary particles on the axis (FO) that carry 
the symmetry constraints U' = 0 and 0"=0. Again, special treatment is required at corners 
where a particle carries the symmetry and stress-free or contact constraints. 

3 TEST PROBLEMS 

3.1 Noh (1D Spherical) 
A cold ideal gas (y=5/3) moves radially inward at unit speed. The particle initially at FO 

carries a fixed velocity (Ur=O) boundary condition. The initial particle on the right boundary 
of the gas carries a fixed velocity (Ur=-l) constraint. There were 398 motion particles and 400 
stress particles used to describe the gas. Figure 4 shows the computed (stress particles) and 
analytic (solid line) solutions. A standard scalar von-Neumann Richtmeyer form (C*=l .O, 
C*=l .O) was used for the artificial viscosity. 
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Figure 4. Density profile for 1D Noh problem. 

3.2 Sedov (1D Spherical) 
A very strong explosion in a homogeneous atmosphere is computed in 1D spherical 

coordinates. There were 750 motion particles and 752 stress particles used. The particle 
spacing was constant throughout at 0.2 cm. Initially, the specific internal energy was 1.0e4 
Mb-cc/g within a 5 cm radius and 0.01 Mb-cc/g in the undisturbed surroundings out to 150 
cm. An ideal gas ( r l . 4 )  equation of state was used. The problem was run to 50 ps. The 
computed (stress particles) and analytic (solid line) pressure profiles at this time are shown in 
Figure 5. Linear and quadratic viscosity coefficients used were 1.0 and 2.0 respectively. 
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Figure 5.  Pressure profile for 1D Sedov problem. 
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3.3 Noh (2D with axis-symmetry) 
The Noh problem was also run in 2D cylindrical coordinates. On setup, 10,000 motion 

particles and 10,201 stress particles were packed in a 5 cm by 5 cm rectangular arrangement 
(lOOXl00 motion particles, lOlXlOl stress particles) representing one quarter of a vertical 
plane cut through the origin of the region. A line of particles on the r=O axis with axis- 
symmetry boundary conditions and a line of particles on z=O with a reflected symmetry 
boundary conditions were used. The particle spacing was 0.05 cm throughout the gas. A 
tensor viscosity with coefficients C1=1.0, C2=0.75 was used for the artificial viscous stress 
and a painvise viscous body force was used to control the hourglass modes. The particle 
coordinate locations, with the exception of boundary particles, was randomized by 2% of the 
initial particle spacing about the initial rectangular setup. This was done to further discourage 
praticles locking into free mode configurations. A particle plot at 3 ps is shown in Figure 6 
and the density profile is shown in Figure 7. 

Figure 6 shows stress particles colored for density at 3 ps on a 1.5 cm by 1.5 cm square 
subset of particles with the origin and focal particle of the inflowing gas at the lower lefthmd 
corner, the axisymmetry boundary at the left side, and the reflected symmetry boundary at the 
bottom side. Some tendancy toward free mode locking is seen on the diagonal in the form of 
higher densities, but this is much reduced by the viscous body force control. A density profile 
along the reflected symmetry radial at 3 ps is shown in Figure 7. The theoretical solution has 
constant density of 64 from the origin to the shock at 1.0 cm. The noise in the shocked density 
is due to the initial randomization of particle position. Without randomization, a cleaner 
solution results on the symmetry lines, but larger density variations (due to hourglass 
problems) are seen in the region of the 45" diagonal between the symmetry lines. 

Figure 6: Density particle plot at 3 ps. 
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Figure 7: Density profile on radial at 3 ps. 
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3.4 Cylinder impact (2D axis-symmetry) 
The symmetrical impact of Armco iron cylinders, 0.38 cm in radius and 2.54 cm in length 

is simulated with 408 stress particles and 330 motion particles with 2D axis-symmetry and 
contact boundary conditions. The velocity of impact is 221 m/s for each of the cylinders. A 
Mie-Gruneisen equation of state and von Mises perfect plasticity is used to describe the iron. 
The initial particle spacing was 0.076 cm and a tensor viscosity with coefficients C1=0.3, 
C2=0.25 was used for the artificial viscous stress and a pairwise viscous body was used to 
control the hourglass modes. Figure 8 shows a particle plot of the simulation initially and at 
60 psec when all particle motion is neglegible. 

t = O  t = 60 p e c  

Figure 8: Symmetrical Taylor anvil impact with contact. 

The deformed dimensions at 60 psec are 1.88 cm length and 0.6 cm radius of the 
contacting interface. These dimensions are both too small when compared with experimental 
data (approximately 1.98 cm length and 0.685 cm radius). Considerable difficulty was 
encountered in adjusting the viscous stress and body force to maintain uniform spacing of the 
motion particles. Sufficient dissipation to allow the run to a motionless state, such as in Figure 
8, restricted the plastic flow near the contacting interface. Less viscous dissipation, allowing 
realistic plastic flow, resulted in late time difficulty in the motion particle arrangement near 
the interface. More work is required on the methods of imposing dissipative agents to control 
the numerical irregularities among particles. 

4 CONCLUSIONS 
Extending the ideas of Dyka4, a meshless particle method based on companion sets of 

particles, one carrying velocity and the other carrying stress, has been introduced. In addition, 
several kinds of boundary conditions have been implemented within this framework 

The approach is free of tension instability and the zeroth order free mode - it is also more 
accurate than colocation methods employing the same total number of particles.. A potential 
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difficulity of the method is strongly irregular particle arrangments due to higher order free 
modes or other influences. Some difficulties of this sort were observed in the 2D test cases, 
but a tensor formulation of the von-Neumann Richtmyer artificial viscosity coupled with a 
hourglass body force viscosity seems to improve the calculation. Hence, reasonably good 
solutions for the Noh and cylinder impact problems were achieved. The 1D Noh and Sedov 
solutions were excellent. 

Contact, stress-free, symmetry and velocity boundary conditions have been implemented in 
the stress particle method sucessfully. Using the contact conditions, shocks can pass smoothly 
across density discontinuities and the collision of initially separated bodies is handled without 
generating interface anomolies. The stress-free surface conditions ensure accurate treatment 
of relief waves, important in the simulation of failure of materials. Symmetry boundary 
conditions are useful for 2D cylindrical problems and for reducing the size of calculations 
with appropriate symmetries. 

The stress particle method needs much closer examination to establish its usefulness, 
resolve known problems, and uncover unknown difficulties. First indications of the methods 
potential, as reported here, suggest M e r  research is justified. 
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